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Phase diagrams and multicritical points in randomly mixed magnets.
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The phase diagrams and critical behavior of a quenched random alloy of a ferromagnet and

an antiferromagnet (or of two antiferromagnets with different periodicities) are studied in the

mean-field approximation and by renormalization-group techniques. The antiferromagnetic ord-

er parameters are transformed into combinations of ferromagnetic order parameters, in order to

study the possibility that ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic orderings will become critical

simultaneously. Averaging oyer the random variables yields a translationally invariant effective
l

Hamiltonian, in which the m-component order parameters are replaced by nm-component order

parameters and the limit n 0 is taken in the end of the calculation. The phase diagram in the

concentration-temperature plane is obtained in the mean-field approximation, and the nature of
the ordered phases is discussed. In addition to the ordered phases of the pure ingredients, a

mixed phase is sometimes found. For m & 1, the ferromagnetic- and antiferrornagnetic-order-

parameter vectors are perpendicular to each other in this phase. The renormalization group is

applied to study the multicritical point at which all these ordered phases meet. We don't find a

stable fixed point appropriate for the description of this multicritical point. The physical implica-

tions of this fact are discussed. Finally, experiments on random alloys are reviewed and prob-

lems that should be studied experimentally are raised.

I. INTRODUCTION

Critical properties of quenched alloys have recently
been the center of much interest. ' In a recent pa-

per, ' we concentrated on the phase diagram and the
critical properties of a quenched random alloy of two
materials exhibiting competing anisotropies. In that
case we treated an m-component classical spin sys-
tern, where one ingredient of the mixture tends
(when pure) to align only the first mt spin com-
ponents while the other tends to align the remaining
m2 (=m —mt) components. The relative concentra-
tion of the components in the alloy, p, was the
parameter determining the average spin anisotropy of
the alloy and therefore determining which of the m

spin components will order. The main result in I was
the p- T (concentration-temperature) phase diagram
depicted in Fig. 1(a). Phases I and II represent ord-
ering of only m~ or m2 spin components. These
phases are separated by a mixed phase, in which all m

spin components are ordered. The diagram also exhi-
bits a tetracritical "decoupled" point, at which each of
the two order parameters undergoes its own phase
transition even though both transitions occur simul-
taneously.

In this paper we study quenched alloys of materials
which (when pure) exhibit ferromagnetic (FM) ord-
ering with materials exhibiting antiferromagnetic
(AFM) ordering. Although for definiteness we shall
study FM-AFM mixtures, the analysis is also ap-

propriate for mixtures of antiferromagnets with
diA'erent periodicities commensurate with the lattice
periodicity. As in the previous case, the relative con-
centration of the components, p, is the parameter
determining the type of ordering. Experience with
other cases of competing interactions leads us to
expect one of the phase diagrams shown in Fig. 1,
where now I and II stand for FM and AFM. The
present paper aims at checking these expectations.

Unlike the multicritical phase diagrams in anisotro-
pic antiferromagnets, many experiments on random
alloys exhibit a mixed phase. ' However, most of
these experimental phase diagrams are incom-

P

I

(a)

FIG. 1. Phase diagrams of random alloys. The ordered
phases I and II are the same as in the pure materials (when

p =1 or 0). P denotes the paramagnetic phase. In case (a),
the mixed phase has both I and II orderings simultaneously,
and all the transitions are second order. In case {b), I and II
are separated by a first-order line.
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piete. ' "Some of these alloys also have competing
anisotropies, as discussed in I, and these should also
be taken into account when the results of the present
paper are applied to real systems. Many other alloys
can be analyzed along the lines of the present paper.

In the problem of competing anisotropies, dis-
cussed in I, the competing order parameters consist
of diferent m~ and m2 spin components. In the
present problem, the competing order parameters
correspond to FM and AFM orderings (or AFM ord-
erings with different periodicities) and are thus ob-
tained from the same spin components. This leads to
additional terms in the effective Hamiltonian, which
were not present in the Hamiltonian of the previous
problem. These terms turn out to be relevant, lead-
ing to the instability of the "decoupled" fixed point
that described the tetracritical point in the previous
work. In fact, they lead to the absence of any physi-
cal stable fixed point appropriate for the description
of the multicritical point in the phase diagrams of
Fig. 1. Absence of stable fixed points is-usually in-

terpreted as leading to a first-order transition. '~ "
However, in random systems the situation may be
different. ' For instance, the transition may be
smeared' because different regions can undergo the
transition at different temperatures. Other possibili-
ties will be discussed below (Sec. V).

As in I, the randomriess may be introduced either
as bond randomness, where the coupling between the
spins is a random variable, or as site randomness,
where the identity of the magnetic ions on the vari-
ous sites is random. These types of randomness are
realized experimentally by mixing materials with
identical magnetic ions but with different atorris
mediating the superexchange'9 " (bond random-
ness) or by mixing materials with different magnetic
ions' ' (site randomness). In this work we study
space-averaged order parameters (magnetization and
staggered magnetization) and therefore our analysis is
unable to predict how the specific types of ions order
(i.e., in an alloy consisting of magnetic ions A and B
we are unable to predict whether in a phase that ord-
ers on the average as pure A the ions B are also or-
dered similarly to the A ions). Since in this work we
do not distinguish (for site randomness) between
contributions of the different ions to the averaged
magnetization, site randomness can be regarded as
bond randomness with short-range correlations.
These are unimportant for critical phenomena when
long-range magnetic ordering occurs, ' so we shall
confine ourselves to uncorrelated bond randomness in
what follows. Throughout this paper we assume
long-range magnetic ordering. For a random-bond al-

loy, spin-glass' ordering is also possible. This possi-
bility will be discussed in a forthcoming paper. In
some special cases of site randomness, absence of
long-range magnetic order leads to a "spin glass" with
critical properties identical to those of the long-range

orderings" that will be analyzed in this paper. '

The lack of translational invariance, which is the
main difficulty in the treatment of random systems, is
treated (as in I) by the "n 0 replica method. "'22'3
The difficulty in the treatment of possible simultane-
ous orderings with different periodicities i's avoided
using a generalization of a method introduced by
Nelson and Fisher, ' in which all the order parameters
are transformed to ferromagnetic ones by folding the
Brillouin zone onto itself.

In Sec. II we derive a translationally invariant
effective Hamiltonian by the above-mentioned
methods. In Sec. III, mean-field theory is used to
obtain the phase diagram. We show that the phase
diagrams of Fig. 1 can indeed occur, and we summar-
ize the mean-field criteria for which each of the pos-
sible phase diagrams is to be expected to give correct-
ly the qualitative nature of the ordered phases. In
order to study the critical region renormalization-
group theory should be applied. At the lines
T~, T2, T~', T2' of Fig. 1 only one order parameter be-
comes critical. Therefore, these transitions are ident-
ical to those of the appropriate one-component ran-,

dom systems, that were already studied. ' ' "' In
Sec. IV, renormalization-group theory is used to
study the critical behavior in the vicinity of the mul-
ticritical point of Fig. 1. We do not find a stable fixed
point, leading to the conclusion that a usual second-
order transition is impossible at this point. This is in
contrast to mean-field theory. In Sec. V we discuss
the physical consequences of the results and their
relevance to experiments.

II. HA M ILTONIAN

The Hamiltonian of our random spin system is
I

(2.1)

where S(i) is an m-component spin vector at the site
i of a d-dimensional lattice and J& is a random ex-
change coupling. As in I, we shall assume that each
bond (ij ) is independent of the others and is charac-
terized by a distribution function p(Jtl). Site ran-
domness (where Jq depends on the identity of the
ions occupying sites i and j) leads to an effective
Hamiltonian of the same form.

We shall study the possibility of competing types of
ordering (FM-AFM or AFM with different periodici-
ties). Therefore, we have to introduce new order
parameters corresponding to these orderings. We
generalize a method introduced by Nelson and Fish-
er and applied to random systems by one of us.
Let us assume that we mix materials which (when
pure) exhibit AFM structures commensurate with the
lattice periodicity (in this section, a FM will be con-
sidered as a special case of an AFM with one spin per
unit magnetic cell). The lattice is now divided into
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I

yk(j) = QFk;S(j,i), k =I, . . . , I (2.2)

cells, which are the minimal cells which include all

the possible magnetic unit cells in the mixed mag-
nets. This procedure is demonstrated in Fig. 2 for
the two-dimensional square lattice. If each of these
cells contains / spins, then there are / independent
possible magnetic orderings. We now define cell spin
variables,

1 1

g2 1 —1
(2.4b)

The tran'sformation [(2.2) and (2.3)] of S into

( @k}k( l leads to a reduction of the Brillouin zone by
a factor I. 30 In most physical cases, I = 2L (L integer)
and all Fk can be taken as +I/41. Therefore, this as-
sumption will be made in what follows. In terms of
the lt k variables, the Hamiltonian (2.1) is

where S(j,i) is the ith spin in the jth cell, k denotes
the type of magnetic ordering, and the matrix F&; can
be chosen to be orthonormal. $k are the order
parameters appropriate for the description of the vari-
ous magnetic orderings. They are a generalization of
the magnetization and the two sublattice staggered
magnetization of Ref. 3. The old spin variables, ex-
pressed in terms of the new order parameters, are

~here

JJJ' + Jji J'i'Fik Fi'k'
kk'

(2.5a)

(2.5b)

S(j,i) = X Fikyk(j) (2.3)
k=1

where F;„=F«. If k =1 denotes the FM, F;l = I/dl,
and therefore

Fk
81k

I

since due to orthornormality

XFkFk =Skk

For instance, for the magnets whose orderings are
given in Fig. 2,

The transformations [(2.2) and (2.3)], transforming
the Hamilto'nian (2.1) into the form (2.5), can be
performed for discrete as well as for continuous spins
S and @k. Let us assume that the spins are continu-
ous, i.e., the Hamiltonian (2.1) was obtained from
the real Hamiltonian by a Hubbard transformation. '

The resulting partition function is

Z =Tr exp( —sc ([J&, S (i) ])/ks T)

g ds (I) e
—)Y(s(l))

1

1

Al
1

—1 1 —1

—1 —1 1

1 —1 —1

1 1 1

(2.4a)

x exp (—X ([Ji, S(i)])/ks T), (2.6)

where k~ is the Boltzmann constant, T is the tem-
perature and

Note that if we mix one of the AFM's whose order-
ings are depicted in Fig. 2(c) and 2(d) with the FM
[Fig. 2(b)], then the minimal unit cell includes only
two spins and F reduces to a 2 && 2 matrix,

w(s) = —,
'

i
s i'+ v, i

s i'+

is the spin weight function. ' The transformation
transforming S into (@k) transforms W(S) into

I I

W(@k) $ 4k 4k + X 4k 4k I)k 4k+ X ( 4'k 4k 4k' ilk' +4 4k 4k'4k 4k') +
k=1 k=1 k')k

(2.7)

The partition function is then transformed into

—H

J k=1

x exp( —H ([Jli' Ijbk(J)])/ks T) (2.8)

If S and $k are discrete spins, one should perform a
Hubbard transformation" on the Hamiltonian (2.5)
in order to obtain continuous spins (required for
renormalization-group studies ). This procedure,
if performed, leads to the same partition function
(2.8) that was obtained under the assumption that
the spins S are continuous.
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The Hamiltonian (2.5) is not translationally invari-
ant. One way to proceed is to transform (2.5) into a
translationally invariant eftective Hamiltonian, by
averaging the free energy (the impurities are
quenched!). As in I, instead of averaging the free
energy F =-ksT lnZ we replace lnZ by (Z"—I)/n
and take the limit n 0 at the end of the calcula-
tion. 2" Considering Z" amounts to. replacing each of
the m-component generalized spin vectors @k by an

1 2 ~n
~m-component vector (pk, pk, . . . , $k), leading to

n l
Z"=„tIIII II«'V)

J a 1k 1

where

(2.9)

X.=X X -'X "
a 1 k', k=1 2 JJ'

(d} k=3 (e}k=4 x@k(J) 0k V')

FIG. 2. Example of the construction of the magnetic

order parameters for a square lattice. (a) The division of
the lattice into cells. (b) —(e) The magnetic orderings

appropriate for the order parameters $k, k =1,2, 3, 4.

In this example

@((j)=4 '~~ [S (j, 1) +S (j, 2)

+S(j,3) +S(j,4)]

%e next decompose JJJ as

jkk' [Jkk' ] +»kk'

X II')4 (i))
J

(2.10)

(2.11)

and

4,(j) =4 '"[S(j,1) —S(j, 2)

+S(j;3)—S(j,4)]

[see Eq. (2.2)]. -

@z(j)=4 ~~~[S(j, 1) +S(j,2)

—S(j,3) —S (j, 4)]

4 (j) =4-'~~[S(1', 1) —S(j, 2)

—S (j, 3) +S (j, 4)]

iI rr itdO:
i k 1a1

(2.12)

where [JJJ" ]„is the configurational average of JJJ"

and JJ;J; can be decomposed in a similar way. As in

I, we now expand the exponential of (2.9) in powers
of hJJJ", average over configurations and then ex-
ponentiate again. Finally, using the choices I =2L,

F=k+ I/Xl, we obtain

with

I

X X [J JJ],„y Qk) Pk(g') —X 2 $ 4k V) @k V)
2kgT JJ'k 1 J

+ X X 4k (J)' 4k (J) $k (J)' 4k V) + X [2 4k V) 4k V) 4k'(J) 4 k'V)+4 4k (J) ' 4k'(J) 4k (J)' $k'(J)]
1 J k 1 k)k

1+,X X X[(~JJJ")']-4kV) AkV')dkV) @kV')
(k T) JJ' P

I

+2 X [[jkjJJI~JJJ'"]-4kV) 4k V') 4k V) ek V')
k'& k-1

+ [»JJ' ~JJJ' ]sv4k V) ' 4'k'V ) 4k V) ' 4k'(J )
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where the dots represent higher-order terms. Since , ff satisfies the symmetry of the lattice, only even power of
each @k appear. In particular, @k $k terms with k W k' are absent. In the derivation of (2.13) we relied on the

assumption that bonds are uncorrelated, leading to the conclusion that [EJj j AJj j ] &0 only if
k ik2 k3k4

12 34
(iii2) = (i 3J4)

We now follow the usual renormalization-group routine" ":we Fourier transform $», rewrite (2.13) as an ex-
pansion in powers of the components of $k (q), expand the coefficients in powers of the moments q, and rescale
the spins Q„(q), to obtain

X ff ' Ik+g k g k q
2

n i

-„'" J" J" g g (ukk'+vkk'g p)4k(ql) 4k(q» d'(q3) 4k'( ql q2 q3)
~1 2 3,P lkk' 1

+ X (ii'kk' + kk'5 P) iijk ( qi) it k ( q2) itik ( q3) ' 4'k'( ql q2 'q3) +
k Ak'=1

(2.14)

The integrals are over the range
~ q ~

& A, where A is

a typical size of the reduced Brillouin zone, vkk and

v„k are proportional to vo/I and are positive, and

r„=A„[k T —J (0)l (2.15)

J (0) = X [Jjij;] „F;kF;k (2.16)

The other potentials in (2.14) are

kk
~kk ~1

I
(2.17a)

iikk' = 82 X [AJjj j'j']„Fik F; k Fik Fi », (2.17b)

gkk g [(gJkk + gJ, , ) ]
J'

~3" g [»jiJ'i']a~ (FikFi k +Fik'Fi'k)''
Jii

'

(2.17c)

where Ak and 8;" are positive functions of tempera-
ture and concentration. These functions vary
smoothly in the critical region, and therefore their
explicit form is unimportant. Note that ukk and ~kk

are negative. The rk's are functions of temperature
and concentration. For each concentration, the $k
for which rk is the smallest will order at the highest

Here, J (q) is the Fourier transform of [Jjkj"],„, and
therefore

temperature. In what follows we shall conhne our-
selves to a section of the phase diagram where
rk = rk and where these are much smaller than the

1 2

rest of the rk's. Therefore, we integrate out all the
$k except $k and $k, and denote for simplicity

ki = I and k2=-2. $i and $2' may be FM and AFM
order parameters or two diA'erent AFM order param-
eters. In what follows we confine ourselves, for
definiteness, to the case when Qi and $2 correspond
to FM and AFM orderings, respectively. The
analysis for the competition of two different AFM
orderings is identical. The Hamiltonian (2.14) would
be identical to the Hamiltonian (2.10) of I if the last
term in (2.14) were absent, i.e., if wi2= vi2=0. For
m = I (Ising model), vi2 can be absorbed in viq, and
this term is absent if ~12 vanishes. If ~12 =0, we see
from (2.17c) that F;,Fj'2 = Fj2F'i for every i and i'
Since F« =+1/4/, we find F i F; i

= F2F; 2, yielding-
[by (2.16)] J (0) =—J (0). Therefore, if $i and @2
order simultaneously at a positive temperature, we
must have w12 ~ 0 and X,ff cannot reduce to the
Hamiltonian of I.

The Hamiltonian (2.14) with ukk =0 and ivk» =0 is
a pure system Hamiltonian, which was already studied
(when ri = r2) by Brazovskii et al. i5 in a diFerent
context. Mean-field theory predicts a second-order
transition for this Hamiltonian, but renorrnalization-
group studies predict the transition to become first
order. Had we had pure systems which were
described by the above-mentioned Hamiltonian, such
that it would be experimentally possible to control
r, —r2 (e.g. , by pressure), we would obtain phase dia-
grams of the type depicted in Fig. I (with p
representing pressure), with second-order transitions
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at the lines Ti, T2, Ti', T2', and with a first-order tran-
sition at the multicritical point. For a simpler Hamil-
tonian, which yields the phase diagram of Fig. 1(b'),
Domany et ul. recently. found that the- transitions
along sections of the lines T~ and T2 close to the bi-
critical point may also become first order due to Auc-
tuations. Analysis of the same Hamiltonian in the
parameter range which yields Fig. 1(a) shows" that
the first-order transition from the paramagnetic inta
the mixed phase may extend over a finite range of
values of the parameter p. The lines Ti and T2 then
end at critical end points on this first-order line. The
same calculations have to be performed for our prob-
lems before we can make definite predictions on the
final phase diagram in our case.

If impurities are mixed into a system which is
described by the pure version of the Hamiltonian
(2.14) (ukk =0, wkk =0), then the resulting random
system will be described by the effective Hamiltonian
(2.14). Therefore, our calculations are relevant also
to that problem. If the randomness is weak, the
Hamiltonian flows may be approximately close to
those of the pure system studied in Ref.. 15, leading
to a first-order transition.

III. MEAN-FIELD THEORY AND
PHASE DIAGRAMS

-1
2 (rlM + "2N ) + vllM + v22N

+2v& M N +4v M'N cos 8 (3.1)

where M = [M ], N =
( N ), vii, v2i, v~i, and vi2 are

positive, and cosH =M N/MN. For m = 1, II is
meaningless and vi2 can be absorbed in v». Note
that u«and ~i2 drop out from the expression for
F/n in the limit n 0, since they are multiplied by a
factor n. We now have to find the values of N, M,
and 8 minimizing the free energy, as required in the
MF approximation. It is obvious that at the
minimum of F, 8=

2 m, and MJ. N for m & 1. This
result could be heuristically expected, because in MF
theory the magnetization M is equivalent to an
effective uniform magnetic field acting ari the AFM
order parameter N. An AFM in a uniform magnetic

The mean-field (MF) approximation will be intro-
duced by ignoring the spatial dependence of the order
parameters, reflected by the term q' in (2.14) and by
the replacements $i M, $& N, which are the FM
and AFM order parameters, respectively. The order
parameter is taken to be identical in all the replicas in
order to preserve the replicated nature of the Hamil-
tonian (2.14) in the MF approximation. The result-
ing free energy per degree of freedom is (in the limit
n 0)

F —= lim (F/nks T)
N 0

—
4 (vitri —vi2&i)/(viivn —vip)
1 2 (3.2)

The "mixed" phase separates the FM and the AFM
ones only if viiv2i ) v~'q,

' when Fig. 1(a) results. If
viivi2 ~ vi'2, the phase diagram is as in Fig. 1(b).
The multicritical point [tetracritical in Fig. 1(a) and
bicritical in Fig. 1(b)] occurs at ri = ri =0..

If the exact Hamiltonian consisted only of terms up
to quartic order in the spins, then one can see from
(2.7) that vi~ = v22= viq- vo/I and viivi2= vi'2.

Since, in practice, higher-order terms are present, in-

cluding powers of Qi $i that break the rotational
symmetry in the ( $i, $q) space, the potentials vkk

differ from vo/I due to contributions obtained when
the noncritical degrees of freedom are integrated out
and both inequalities between vii v22 and v~'2 are pas-
sible.

In this section we minimized the free energy after
the limit n 0 was taken. One can perform the
operations of minimization and taking the n 0 limit
in the alternative order, and the results remain un-
changed. In some other cases, including spin glasses,
the order of these steps may be important. We shall
discuss these problems in a forthcoming paper. '

Mean-field theory sho~s that the alloy will indeed
exhibit one of the phase diagrams depicted in Fig. 1,
and determines the nature of the ordered phases. In
order to study the critical regions of the phase di-
agram one should apply the renormalization group.
We divide our discussion of the renormalization-
group analysis into two parts. In the first part, fol-
lowing below, we summarize known results concern-
ing the transitions at the lines T~, T2, Ti', and T2' in
Fig. 1. The second part, in Sec. IV, will concentrate
on the vicinity of the multicritical point, where
I ~

= r2. The lines Ti and T2 in Fig. 1 represent
second-order transitions from the paramagnetic to the
FM and AFM ordered phases, respectively. These
transitions are described by the exponents of an m-

component random magnet. ' 2 ' It turns out that
for m ) 1, d =3, these exponents are identical to
those of the corresponding pure magnet, '

whereas for m =1 (Ising model) one finds a different
random behavior. "2s For m =1, Ti' (T2') is the criti-

field orders perpendicular to the field, ' hence we ex-
pect N to order perpendicular to M in the mixed
phase,

Minimizing F with respect to M and N when
1

8 = —,m we now find the four usual solutions,

i.e., the paramagnetic phase (M = N ='0), occuring
for r~, ri )0, the FM phase (N =0, M = ri/4v, —i)
occuring for r»0, r«0, the AFM phase (M =0,
N' = ri/4v—2i) occuring for ri ( 0, ri )0, and the
"mixed" phase

1

4 (v22rl v12r2)/(vliv22 v12)
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cal line at which M(N) orders. Therefore, the criti-
cal exponents are the same as for a random Ising
magnet. "For m ) I, at Ti' (T2') only m —1 com-
ponents of M( N ) become critical, since in the mixed
phase MsN. Therefore, the critical behavior along
Ti' (T2') is that of an (m —I)-component random
magnet. ' " '

The multicritical point in Fig. 1 is determined by
the condition

J (0)=J (0) (3.3)

obtained from (2.15). If $1 and $2 are FM and
AFM order parameters, respectively, and if J& of
(2.1) includes only nearest-neighbor interactions,
then (3.3) implies that the multicritical point of Fig. I
occurs at T =0. To see this, note that for the
nearest-neighbor AFM, F,2F, 2 in (2.16) is equal to
—I/I if [JJ;&;],„&0,whereas for the ferromagnet
FiF;1=1/I. Therefore J (0) =—J (0), and by (3.3)
-ir '
J (0) =J (0) =0. It follows that in order to obtain

the above-mentioned multicritical point at a finite
temperature it is necessary to assume at least addi-
tional next-nearest-neighbor interactions in the FM-
AFM alloy, as will be done throughout this paper.
This requirement is not always necessary if the com-
peting order parameters are AFM with different
periodicities.

IV. RENORMALIZATION-GROUP ANALYSIS
OF THE MULTICRITICAL POINT

In this section we study the multicritical point of
Fig. 1, by application of the renormalization
group24 26 to the Hamiltonian (2.14) in the region
where only $1 and $2 are critical. In the iteration
process, we integrate over spins $k(q) with
A/b &

~ q ~
& A, and rescale all momenta by q bq

and all spins by @k(q) Pk(bq) =(k@k(q), with
2 ~k

$k = b . To order a=4 —d the resulting recur-
sion relations for the quartic spin terms are' "

u11' = b'[u 11 4K4lnb [ (8 + nm) u11 +2(m +2) u11V11+2mv12u12+ nmu12

+4 w12 + 4u12w12 +4u12v12] ) (4.la)

v11' = b'[v 114K4lnb [ (m +8) v11 +12u11v11+4w12v12+8 w12v12

+ m v12 +4 v12 v12 +4 v12 ] )
2 2

(4.1b)

u12' = b'(u12 —4K4lnb [u12[4u12+ (2+ nm) (u11+ u22) + (2+ m) (v11+ v22)]

+(mv12+2v12+2W12)(uii+u22) +4W1'z)) (4!Ic)

v12' = b'(v12 4K4lnb ( v12[4—v12+8u12+ (2+ m) (v11+ v22) +2(u11+ u22)]

+ v12 [4v12 + 8 w12 + 2 (v11 + v22) ] + 2 w»( v» + v22) }) (4.1d)

v12' = b'(v12 4K4 lnb [
—v12[(4-+2m) v12+gv12+8u12+4w12+2(u11+ u22) +2(v11+ v22)]

+ 2 W12(V11 + V22+ 2V12) )) (4.1e)

w12'= b'(w 124K4l bwn[(412+2nm) w12+4(m +I)v12+4v12+8u12+2(u11+ u22)])

(4.1f)

where

The recursion relations for u22 and v22 can be obtained from (4.1a) and (4.1b) by interchanging indices 1 and 2.
For m = 1, v12 and v12 are both coefficients of the same operator in the Hamiltonian (2.14), and therefore v12

can be absorbed in v~2 by the replacement 2v~2+ v~2 v~2. The resulting recursion relations are identical to
(4.la) —(4.1f) except that v12 should be eliminated and (4.1d) and (4.1e) should be replaced by

v12' = b'(v12' —4K4lnb ( v12[4v12+8u12+2(u11+ u22) +3(v11+ v22)]

+ W12 [8 V12 + 6 (V11 + V22)] )) (4.1g)
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If ~12=0, and v12=0 for m &1, then the Hamil-
tonian (2.14) and its related recursion relations
(4.1a) —(4.1g) reduce exactly to those of I. From
(4.1) we see that for ivi2= vi2=0, Eqs. (4.1e) and
(4.1f) decouple from the remaining recursion rela-

tions, and the fixed points of the Harniltonian coin-
cide with those of I. In I we found many fixed
points, but only one of them turned out to be physi-
cal and stable. This stable physical Axed point was

decoupled, i.e., u12' = v12' =0, and corresponded to
two independent "pure" m-component fixed points,

two independent spin anisotropy operators gi Jpl';
(@kJ are the components of $k). Each of these

~d ~nm/"nm~behaves as f . " ",where $„and v„are the
exponents of the g$ $ anisotropy crossover" and
correlation length of the nm-component spin cubic
Hamiltonian ($„„corresponds to $3 of Ref. 38).
The exponents $„and v„can be obtained to lead-

ing order in a (unfortunately they are unknown from
other sources) from the recursion relations for ri and

r2 [(Eq. (3.1) of I]. The exponent of stability against

%12 1S

uii' = u22' =0, vii = v2z'= e/4K4(m +8) +O(e )

(4.2a)

h.„=d —2(d —$„ /v„) =2qh„ /v„—d = e —4uii"

if m & 1, and to two independent Khmel'nitzkii "ran-
dom" fixed points

uii ' = ug2' =—(3e/106)' '/4K4+ 0(E)

vii' = v22' = (3e/106)' /3K4+O(e)
(4.2b)

if m =1. In addition to the decoupled fixed point,
another stable fixed point was found, i.e., the "isotro-

pic n =0" fixed point, with

uii = u22 =
uter

= /362K +40 (e )
(4.3)

V11 = -V22 = V12 0

= d —4P /v =4 —d —2g (4,4)

For m & 1, the "pure" fixed point is the only physical
stable fixed point when v12" =0, ~12' =0. From
(4.4), k & 0 for d ( 4 and therefore this fixed point
is unstable against ~12. One should solve
(4.1a)—(4.1f) for other possible fixed points to find

the appropriate critical properties.
For the "random" or "Khmel'nitzkii" [see (3.5) of

I] decoupled fixed points, wii multiplies a product of

Ho~ever, this fixed point is unphysical, since it has
positive uii 'and u22' (Refs. 18, 22, 29) [see
(2.17a)].

A simple linearization of the recursion relations
[(4.1e)—(4.1g)] around the decoupled fixed point
shows that this point is unstable against nonzero v12

and w12. The isotropic fixed point is stable, but prob-
ably irrelevant as mentioned above.

The stability of the decoupled fixed points against

~12 near ~12' =0 can be examined by scaling con-
siderations, independent of ~ expansions. ' 6 At a
"pure" decoupled fixed point u11' = u22' = u12' =0,
~12 is a coefficient of a product of four independent
spin operators $k. Each spin operator scales as a

—p /v
magnetization, hence it behaves as g where p
and v are the magnetization and correlation length
exponents of the m-component model. The stability

exponent against ~12 is therefore

This is identical to the value obtained directly. from
(4.1f). We find h.„&0, since at physical fixed points
u11' & 0. For m =1 and ~12' =0 the decoupled
"Khmel'nitzkii" fixed point is the only physical stable
fixed point. Since it is unstable against +12, one
should again solve the recursion relations for all oth-
er possible fixed points.

Solution of the recursion relations (4.1) is intract-
able analytically except in the cases discussed above
(see I). Therefore, we solved them numerically by

the method presented in Appendix B of I. For
m =1, we solved (4.1a)—(4.1c), (4.1f), and (4.1g)
for fixed points with ~12" &0. These lead to a sys-
tem of six quadratic and one linear coupled equa-
tions, having at most 26 =64 solutions. We find 22
complex solutions, 23 real finite solutions, three of
which have triple multiplicities, and 13 solutions
which "run-away" to infinity. The connection
between run-away solutions and solutions of order
Je was pointed out in Appendix 8 of I. The method
outlined there enabled us to find the connection
between the run-away solutions and the correspond-
ing Je solutions. We find that all except two run-

away solutions correspond to the Ke solutions. In
order to check the stability of an order Je fixed point
one does not need the actual values of the Axed point
potentials vkk ",ukk ",~12', v12', but only the ratios
among them. Therefore, one does not have to calcu-
late higher-order diagrams in order to check stability
of these fixed points. We find that for m =1 all the
fixed points (of order e and Je) are unstable, except
for the unphysical "isotropic n =0" fixed point (4.3).

In order to solve numerically the Axed-point equa-
tions obtained from (4.1a) —(4.1f) for m & I we had
to confine ourselves to a specific value of m. To the
first order in e, the "pure" fixed point (4.2a) is stable
only for m & 4. However, we know from higher-
order calculations and scaling considerations that at
e =1 it is stable for all m ~ 2, and therefore describes
the phase transition along T1 of Fig. 1. In order to
avoid artificial instabilities, which we know to exist
only because of the low order of the ~ expansion, we
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solved (4.1a)—(4.1f) for fixed points with m =5.
Since we are interested only in qualitative behavior,
the actual value of m chosen is unimportant, as long
as we identify correctly the fixed point which
describes the transition. The fixed point equations
for m ) I obtained from (4.1) have at most 28 =256
solutions. Sixty-four of these, for which
vt2' = et2' =0, were discussed above (again, the
fixed points v]2" W 0, ui2' ~ 0, vi2' =0, ~ i2' =0 are
unstable). The remaining 192 solutions were found
numerically. Of these, 124 are complex solutions and
58 are real solutions. Five of the real solutions are of
triple multiplicity. Again, none of the fixed points
except the unphysical "isotropic n =0" fixed point
(4.3) is stable.

We conclude that there is no stable physical fixed
point that describes the multicritical point in Fig. 1.
Therefore the transition there is not a usual second-
order one. The discussion about the possible nature
of this transition is deferred to Sec. V.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION

The main result of our renormalization-group
analysis is the absence of a stable physical fixed point
to describe the multicritical point. Although such a
multicritical point, with a second-order transition, is
predicted by mean-Geld theory, its nature is changed
due to critical fluctuations. It is impossible to predict
the explicit new nature of the phase transition at the
multicritical point without further calculations. For
example, one should iterate the recursion relations
into a region in which the fluctuations are negligible,
and then use mean-Geld theory to analyze the result-
ing effective Hamiltonian. ' Such an analysis is
quite complicated for random systems, ' "particular-
ly because of difficulties with the replica method deep
in the ordered phase. ' Instead of performing such a
complete analysis, we list here a few of the possible
results.

(i) The transition is first order As we noted f.ollow-
ing Eq. (2.13), our Hamiltonian reduces to that of a
pure complex antiferromagnet when u« = w« =0,
i.e., when the second cumulants of the exchange
coefficients are very small. The appropriate "pure"
Hamiltonian was analyzed in Ref. 15, for m & 1.. It
was shown there, that the critical fluctuations turn
the transition first order. Thus, if one someho~ con-
structs a system with the two order parameters $t
and $2 almost degenerate but with small random fluc-
tuations in the coupling constants, then the transition
at the multicritical point will be first order. It may
probably be expected that the same will remain true
if u«and aqk are relatively small [compared to vo,
Eq. (2.13)j, since they will not grow too large even at
the stage when mean-field theory is used. The first-
order transition is not expected for m =1,"so some-
thing else may be needed for describing the Ising

case.
If, indeed, the transition at the multicritical point

becomes first order, then one may expect some
ranges of first-order transitions along the lines Ti and
T2 as well, ending at tricritical points. ' An alternative
possibility is a first-order transition from the
paramagnetic into the mixed phase, extending over a
finite range of values of p." The critical lines Ti and
T2 then end at critical end points at this first-order
line. However, only explicit calculations, similar to
those of Refs. 32 and 33 can give details.

(ii) The transition is smeared The e. ffect of random-
ness on Hamiltonians of the type discussed in Refs.
14 and 15 was studied by Bak." Following his argu-
ments, one should iterate the renormalization group
until critical fluctuations are eliminated. At that
stage, the parameters u«and e«which represent
variances in the exchange coefficients may become
quite large. Assuming (as we have been) short-range
correlations among the impurities, we end up with
different domains of the system which undergo the
first-order transition discussed above at different
transition temperatures, with a wide range of such
temperatures. The superposition of all these transi-
tions appears as a smeared transition. '8' The extent
of smearing will depend on the initial values of u«
and w«, i.e., on the amount of randomness.

(iii) The transition is eliminated or turned first order.
As noted in Sec. II, the "random" Hamiltonian (2.5)
includes terms like J&i" @t(j) @q(j'), with J&&r being a
random coefficient whose configurational average
vanishes. If @t and P2 were components of a rota-
tionally invariant 2m-component spin vector ( $~, $2),
then it has recently been shown by one of us' that
such random off-diagonal exchange terms would el-
iminate the possibility of having FM (or AFM) long-
range order for d (4. The reason for this is associ-
ated with the fact that in such systems, ordering of
$~ with average M yields an effective random mag-
netic field X& JJJ~M acting on /2, leading to a break-
down of long-range order in @2. The system simply
prefers to break into domains in which $2 follows the
local random field. '

In fact, $& and $2 do not correspond to com-
ponents of a rotationally invariant vector, and this
may make the arguments given above irrelevant. In
some cases, the effect of symmetry-breaking terms
was shown to turn the transition first order 4O.

(iv) Spin glass orderi-ng The argum. ent involving an
effective random field, mentioned above, is already
indicative that the spins in the system may some-
times prefer to freeze in random directions, i.e., form
a spin-glass phase. Indeed, the spin glass was in-
vented exactly for systems in which both FM and
AFM exchange interactions occur. ' Mean-field
theory for such systems yields a spin-glass phase
separating the FM and the AFM phases. '9 These
results have also been confirmed using the renormali-
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zation group at d =6 —e. ' ' It turns out, that a
spin-glass phase will not separate between FM and
AFM phases if hJ' ( C[JQ„, where [J},„and LLJ' are
the couplings average and variance respectively and C
is a constant of order unity, depending on the lattice.
As we pointed out in the end of Sec. III, one has
[J],„=0at the multicritical point when only nearest-
neighbor interactions are present in a FM-AFM alloy.
One should therefore expect a spin glass separating
the FM and AFM phases in this case. In order to
obtain a phase diagram with the FM and AFM
phases meeting at a point, of the kind'studied in the
present paper, one should include at least next-
nearest-neighbor interactions. In those cases, the
phase diagrams of Fig. 1 are rediscovered. Analysis
of these situations at d =6 —e, will be given, separate-

.20

At this stage, we have no reason to rule out any of
the possibilities listed above. Unfortunately, none of
the existing experiments, some of which we review

. below, approach the close vicinity of the multicritical

point. The effects described above result from critical
fluctuations, and therefore such a close approach is
necessary in order to check them. Farther away from
the multicritical point (and from the critical lines)
mean fteld theory is sufficient. As we shall see, all the
experiments indeed verify mean-field predictions
where these apply. In particular, experiments
confirm the nature of the ordered phases. All the ex-
periments find a mixed phase, i.e., Fig. 1(a),' with

perpendicular magnetization and staggered magneti-
zation when m &1.

In our mean-field calculation we studied the condi-
tions for various space-averaged long-range magnetic
orderings to occur. We did not study the possibility
that different types of ions will exhibit different types
of ordering. For bond randomness, all the magnetic
ions are identical and the space-averaged order
parameters $k are indeed the most general order
parameters appropriate for the description of long-
range magnetic ordering. For site random alloys
there are different types of magnetic ions, say A and

8, which form the alloy. In this case one can define
order parameters describing long-range magnetic ord-
erings for which the A and B ions order in different
ways. 't'i 4i The space-averaged order parameters $k
are not sensitive to such differences. A calculation
performed in the Bethe-Peierls approximation, for an
alloy obtained by mixing an Ising FM (A ions) with
an Ising AFM (B ions), shows that the following or-
dered phases are obtained: (a) FM —all ions order
ferromagnetically, (b) AFM —the two types or ions
order antiferromagnetically with respect to ions of the
same type, (c) if J„s, the coupling between A and B
ions, is sufficiently small there exists a mixed phase
in which the A ions order ferromagnetically and the 8
ions order antiferromagnetically. Our space-averaged
order parameters $k are combinations of these order

parameters. Further calculations are required to
determine whether the order parameters of Refs.
7(a) and 42, the P», or maybe combinations of these
are appropriate for the description of the ordered
phases of random alloys. Experimental data indicate
that for the random-site Ising magnet ' there are no
distinct orderings of the A and 8 ions although this

aspect of the results is not definite. We assumed that
the $k are the appropriate order parameters for the
description of the magnetic orderings in the random
alloy. We believe that the possible modifications due
to possib1e different orderings of the A and 8 ions in

the random-site alloy are irrelevant for critical pro-
perties when magnetic long-range order exists, since
(as was already pointed out) a random-site alloy can
be regarded as a random-bond alloy with short-range
correlations which become unimportant in the critical
region. '8

In addition to all these comments, we emphasize
that all the theoretical and experimental limitations of
I (Sec. IV there) apply also here and will not be re-
peated.

Finally, we discuss some experiments. In most of
the experimental data the phase diagrams are incom-

plete, since any change of the concentration requires
growing a new crystal. It seems that most of the ex-
perirnents were performed mainly to determine the
nature of the ordered phases. We recommend to re-

peat them in order to study the critical properties
predicted in this work.

We review the following experiments.
(i) Fe(Pd~Pt~ ~)i. FePdi is a Heisenberg (m =3)

FM and FePt3 is a Heisenberg AFM. The main con-
tribution to the magnetization is due to magnetic mo-

ments of the Fe ions, and therefore this is an exam-

ple of a random-bond alloy. The resulting phase dia-

gram is that depicted in Fig. 1(a), where I and II
denote FM and AFM. The mixed phase has canted
magnetic moments with the FM order parameter per-
pendicular to the AFM order parameter in agreement
with the predictions of Sec. III. The transition
between the AFM and the mixed phase is first order.
In the mean-field approximation, the free energy per
degree of freedom reduces to that of a pure system
(Sec. III). Recent numerical mean-field calculations
on pure systems i (avoiding the Landau expansion
performed in this work) show that the second-order
transition lines between the mixed phase-and the one
component, ordered phases (corresponding to Ti' and
Ti' of Fig. 1(a) in the present work) may turn first
order sufficiently below the tetracritical point. This
argument may be the explanation for the first-order
transition. between the AFM and mixed phases.

(ii) FerNit r.6 We are aware of data only for

p =0.63 (in addition to p =1 or p =0, of course),
where a canted magnetic structure was observed with

the staggered magnetization perpendicular to the
magnetization.
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(iii) (FepMni ~)WO4. ' FeWO4 and MnWO4 are
AFM's with different periodicities. Since the magnet-
ization is due to Fe and Mn moments, this is a
random-site alloy. The spins tend to align in a pre-
ferred direction, and therefore these are examples of
Ising AFM's. The phase diagram shows a mixed
phase, where both types of orderings coexist. It
seems' " that there are no distinct orderings of the
Fe and Mn ions, in contradiction to Refs. 7(a) and
42.

(iv) (Mni ~Cr~)Sb. MnSb is an X- Y (rn =2) FM
with the magnetization perpendicular to the c axis.
CrSb is an Ising (m = I) AFM with the staggered
magnetization in the c direction. (Mni ~Cr~) Sb is a
random-site alloy, exhibiting the phase diagram
scliematically depicted in Fig. 3. (Not all the boun-
daries between the phases were determined by exper-
iments; only the existence of various ordered phases
was determined by experiments. ) The ordered
phases are as follows: (a) FM, ordering perpendicular
to the c axis, corresponding to pure MnSb ordering;
(c) AFM ordering perpendicular to the c axis; (b)
coexistence of FM and AFM orderings perpendicular
to each other and perpendicular to the c axis (canted
phase); (e) AFM ordering parallel to the c axis,
corresponding to pure CrSb ordering; (d) coexistence
of AFM orderings parallel and perpendicular to the c
axis. At the multicritical point 8 of Fig. 3 two phases
in which different components of the same order-
parameter order. This is exactly the point studied in
I. The multicritical point A is the type studied in the
present paper. The complete understanding of the
phase diagram of this alloy will shed light on the na-
ture of the critical behavior of random alloys, and
especially on multicritical behavior. Therefore exper-
imental determination of all the phase boundaries is
worthwhile.

(v) Tb(Cui ~Zn, ).9 Pure TbCu is AFM and pure
TbZn is Fm. Tb(Cui ~Zn~) is a random-bond alloy,
exhibiting a canted mixed phase. The special proper-
ty of this alloy is the direct transition from the mixed
phase to the paramagnetic phase, extending along a

Anite range of concentrations. This transition cannot
be of the usual second-order nature. To see this, as-

sume that the transition is second order. At a transi-
tion point from the paramagnetic to the mixed phase
both @i and $2 become ordered. In mean-field
theory such a transition point has r i(p, T) =0 and

r2(p, T) =0. Since $i and @2 exhibit diferent sym-

metry properties, r i and r2 vanish simultaneously
only at a single point in the p-T plane. Therefore,
this transition is either smeared or IIirst order, a pos-
sibility mentioned in the end of Sec. II. Alternative-

ly, it may consist of several transitions which were
not separated experimentally, forming a phase di-

agram of the type of Fig. 3. It also seems that the
mixed phase splits into different phases, since at
different points in this phase a different order param-
eter was measured. More measurements in the
mixed phase are required to understand this phase di-

agram.
(vi) Phase diagrams similar to the last two exam-

ples may occur for Tb(Ag, Ini, ), '0 and for
Gd(Ag~lni ~)."The phase diagrams (iv) —(vi) are
affected by the presence of mobile electrons and
holes. 44 This effect was not taken into account in our
model, and it may turn to be important for the deter-
mination of the phase diagrams.

(vii) U(As~Set p), ' U(Pi ~S~).' The phase dia-

grams here are very complicated, exhibiting many
different phases. This is probably due to interactions
which were not taken into account in our model.

Although all the experiments described above
confirm the general mean-field predictions, especially
concerning the nature of the ordered phases, many
more experiments are needed in order to check our
more detailed predictions in the critical region. Of
special interest in this context are the following ques-
tions: (a) Is the transition at the multicritical-point
first order? (b) Is there a direct transition from the
paramagnetic to the mixed phase along a line or is
there some intermediate ordering between them? If
there is, what is the nature of this ordering? (c) Is
there a spin-glass ordering in the vicinity of the mul-
ticritical point? In addition to these questions, exper-
imental information on critical exponents near the
various critical lines and multicritical points will also
be quite helpful.

Different answers may probably be expected for
different systems. These will enable one to identify
additional parameters which are important in deter-
mining the critical properties of random systems.
This may help in constructing a more coherent theory
of critical phenomena in random systems.

MA Sb
vP

Cr Sb

FIG. 3. Schematic phase diagram of (Mni ~cr~)Sb (see
text).
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